Review
Quire Cleveland: Carols for Quire from the
Old and New Worlds at Trinity Cathedral (December 23)
by Nicholas Jones
Those of us who love choral music have much
to be grateful for at the holidays. When else in
the year do we hear so much wonderful ensemble singing?
For at least six hundred years, Christmas has
been the occasion for composers to write for
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Cleveland brought us a rich program of mostly
unfamiliar treasures. I attended Sunday afternoon's concert, for which Trinity Cathedral's
seats were mostly full, and during which the
sun streamed through the stained-glass windows.
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sound was crystal clear, with crisp diction and uniform vowels. They sang with remark'(2++'9+/4F<+2'4-;'-+9C':/4+83'48+4)."6'4/9.'4*4-2/9.C953+:/3+9':
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The varied program included mostly late-medieval and Renaissance works, largely on the
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vocal homage to the babe in the manger. Among my favorites was a stunning piece, Quis
"%$!) by the Tudor composer Richard Pygott, from a manuscript copied out for
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and his father, with kisses enough for Catullus.
A group of French songs brought the exuberance of secular music to the Nativity scene. A
mid-sixteenth-century piece by Mathiew Sohier took a bawdy song off the streets (about
'?5;4--/823'88/+*'-'/49:.+8=/22'4*3'*+').'83/4-45A25,/: 4 ;/8+9+4-'-ing rhythms, we could practically hear the shepherds dancing, as the text says, after their
visit to the baby Jesus.
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were secure from the very beginning of the chords.
Many Nativity carols are based on intricate “macaronic” texts (that is, in a mix of several
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then distributed amongst small ensembles of two or three singers, each verse taken by
different singers. It was a joy to hear the variety of textures and tones that resulted from
this distribution of vocal riches.
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strophic songs without hesitation, unerringly steering down the correct lane without losing a beat. The varying makeup of these ensembles sometimes landed the soloists at opposite ends of the choral line-up, some distance from each other. And yet, the intricate
rhythms were kept in sync, almost without exception.
Much of the appeal of this Christmas feast was due to the commitment and skill of its
.+'*).+,&!$685,+9958!599;,F4 +.'9)2+'82?96+4:'-8+':*+'25,+,,58:;4earthing these wonderful pieces. He edited most of the songs, and in many cases added
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old manuscripts. He conducted skillfully and effectively, energetically setting the mostly
upbeat tempos and expressively embodying the cross-rhythms and counterpoint.
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motets is also in the making for release in 2013.
Nicholas Jones is Professor of English at Oberlin College and a keen amateur musician.
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